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What’s New? 

 

1.Exchange prices 

One of the key new features of this release is the ability to display exchange benchmark prices 
(LME, CME (COMEX/NYMEX), SHFE) alongside physical prices in the existing widgets. Previously, 
this data has only been available through pre-configured widgets but now you will be able to 
create your own Price Tile, Price Chart, Multi Price Table and Historic Price Table widgets with a 
combination of physical and exchange prices. 

 

Price Tile widget example: LME Copper Cash Official Price 

  

 

Multi Price Table widget example: LME 3M prices  
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Multi Price Table widget example: combination of exchange and physical prices  

 

 

Price Chart widget example: LME aluminium contracts 

 

 

Historic Price Table widget example: combination of exchange and physical prices 
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Please note that there are some functionalities which are not yet available for exchange prices. 

 Widgets which only contain exchange prices cannot be converted 
 Widgets which contain a combination of exchange and physical prices can be converted 

but the conversion will only be applied to the physical prices. 
 Copy for Excel Add-in functionality is not yet available for widgets which contain exchange 

prices. However, Price Tile, Price Chart, Multi Price Table and Historic Price Table widgets 
can be copied as values only or exported as XLS / CSV.  

 Pre-configured exchange price widgets cannot be converted or exported yet. 
 The Expiry date field is only available currently for COMEX and NYMEX instrument. In the 

future this field will be available for SHFE and LME instruments as well.  
 Change and % change fields are not yet available for exchange prices.  
 It’s not yet possible to save exchange prices to your favorites.  

 

 

 

2.Published averages 

This version will enable you to display published averages in Price Chart, Multi Price Table and 
Historic Price table widgets. Previously, this data has only been available in the Price Tile widget.  

  

Multi Price table example:  
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Price Chart widget example 

 

 

Historic Price Table widget example: 
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3. Maximum number of prices in a Price Chart widget 

This version will enable you to display up to 8 instruments in a Price Chart widget. This has been 
increased from the previous maximum of 5 instruments giving you the possibility to display a 
larger set of instruments in a single view. We have also re-designed the field selection control to 
make it really easy to use. You can now choose from displaying Low or Mid or High or Low & High 
fields. 

 

 

 

4.Conversion 

This version will enable you to export a converted widget into Excel either as a flat file or using 
the Fastmarkets Excel add-in functions.  
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5.Improved login page 

Our new login page will provide you with a set of help features should you experience any issues. 
The ‘Don’t have access? Get access now’, ‘Support’ and ‘Contact us’ links will take you directly to 
different areas of our support pages where you can get assistance.    

 

6. Release notes in the installer window 

When a new version becomes available, you will be notified at login and you will find a short 
summary of the new features within the login window to keep you always up to date. 
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Breaking Changes 

There are no breaking changes with this release.  

 

Previous Versions 

Fastmarkets Excel Add Version  Release Date 
Fastmarkets Dashboard v1.4.917 03/12/2019 
Fastmarkets Dashboard v1.4.819 24/10/2019 
Fastmarkets Dashboard v1.4.762 21/03/2019 

 

Further help 

If, after reading these instructions you have further questions about how to use Fastmarkets’ 
Excel Add-in, please contact your Account Manager. 

 Europe, Middle East and Africa: +44 (0)20 7779 8787 
 Asia: +65 64 221 480 
 Americas: +1 312 366 2542 
 Email: customersuccess@fastmarkets.com 

 

For more information on Fastmarkets’ products and services, please use the following links. 

 Pricing data: https://www.fastmarkets.com/what-we-do/pricing-data 
 Pricing notices: https://www.metalbulletin.com/prices/pricing-notices.html 
 Methodology: https://www.fastmarkets.com/about-us/methodology 


